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ABSTRACT 
The paper focuses on a new method for specifying safe software for developing software. The 

presented method is particularly convenient to define typical devices and subsystems used in 

traffic control, defined as software blocks in which control algorithms are directly 

applicable. The method uses the object-oriented methodology for complete the particular 

work or task. The method takes the software implementation requirements into account, 

having in mind the safety and control in real time in accordance. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The computer devices are structured on the basis of computer technology in fulfilling their 

tasks under the two control platforms: the hardware platform and the software platform. The 

first one is responsible for the proper co-operation with devices of the railway tracks 

infrastructure and is a working environment for the computer control program whose task is 

to control rail traffic control processes in the operational area of the device. Taking the safety 

aspect into account with respect to this type of devices leads to an analysis of both the 

hardware platform and the software. The safety of hardware is often expressed by its 

operational reliability rate as well as by a structural design of devices, so that one type of 

damages would be much more likely than the other ones. This approach led to having 

developed a concept of safe damages and it is considered as a specific philosophy for 

designing safe rail traffic control Systems.  

The software security is understood differently. It is conditional on a correct specification, 

coding, and compiling the program in the target environment. 

EXISTING SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
Methods of Review 

This method is the procedure for implementation of a part of the life cycle Programming 

system. A concept of the method directly refers to the concept of methodic and methodology. 

The methodic defines a set of methods and procedures of technical and organizational 

character, allowing for the life cycle of the system to be implemented by an executive team. 

Methodology is understood as a science on methods. The life cycle programming is a process 

consisting of a sequence of mutually consistent steps, allowing for a full and effective 

development of IT systems and then use thereof. The general life cycle of the system 

programming consists of the following stages. 

1. Strategic planning. 

2. requirements analysis 

3. Designing. 
4. implementation and operation 

We can talk about stages aspiring at: 

Specification, designing, coding, integration, verification, validation, installation, and 

maintaining operability. 

The first group includes a method that is based on the cascade model (Waterfall Model), 

model V, incremental model, prototype model, spiral model, or evolutionary model 
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(Evolutionary Delivery). The second group of methods includes the method based on 

eXtreme Programming (XP), Scrum, Dynamic Systems Development Method, Adaptive 

Software Development, Crystal Clear, Feature Driven Development, and Pragmatic 

Programming. The vast majority of the secure systems designers are in favor of applying 

classic methods as good and therefore more conventional. 

STRUCTURAL APPROACH 
The Structural Approach has divided in two parts.  1. Classic 2.Modern. 

The structural approach is considered as a classic model-building approach. This concept has 

divided the work into four primary stages: 

• To develop a physical model of the existing system. 

• To develop a logical model of the existing system. 

• To develop a logical model of the required system. 

• To develop a physical model of the required system. 
Modern structural analysis was developed based on the classic approach criticism. In his 

criticism Your have verified that the more accurate proceeding is that which leads to the 

development of so-called Essentials Model, describing both the environment model and the 

behavioral model and based on it the Implementation Model is developed 

A explanation of models is usually presented by DFD diagrams (Data Flow Diagram). 

OBJECT-ORIENTED METHODOLOGY 
The general idea of OOM (Object-Oriented Methodology) is to define computer programs as 

a set of objects each of which stores static and dynamic data (attributes) 

And a behavior expressed by procedures (methods). The object is an abstract entity 

representing or describing a certain thing or a concept existing in the real or software world.  

The idea for application of the object-oriented methodology (OOM) appeared in the sixties of 

the last century, as a method supporting the simulation of behaviors of objects in computer 

programs. The creators of the first language (Simuli 67) satisfying this assumption was Ole-

Johan Dahl and Kristen Nygaard from Norsk Regnesentral in Oslo. The success of the 

language led to development of the 

Object orientation concept in the form of the Smalltalk language (Xerox) PARC, and in the 

eighties the Ada language (military applications), and C++ (the extension of Cpp language). 

Modern languages, using the object-oriented methodology are an important group of software 

languages. The most popular include IncrTCL3, Java4, Object Pascal5, Perl6, PHP7, 
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Python8, Ruby9, UML10 and many others. The process in the event of objects is about 

grouping them into classes. Therefore, the 

Object-oriented programming as a method for developing software. 

• http://java.sun.com 

• http://www.borland.com 

• http://www.perl.org 

• http://www.php.net 

• http://www.python.org 

• htp://www.ruby-lang.org 

• http://www.uml.org 

Class is a collection of objects that have the same attributes, methods and relationships.  

 
Class is divided these include: associations, aggregations, compositions. The greatest benefit 

effecting from application of the object-oriented methodology in the software development 

process is a natural transition from the concept of the program operation concept to its code 

in the modeling process. This means that the result and the purpose of the object-oriented 

programming is a model of future software. The most important features of the object-

oriented methodology are: 

• Abstraction 

• Encapsulation 

• Polymorphism 

• Inheritance 

• Reuse 

An important stage in the development of object-oriented methodology was the introduction 

of the graphic environment as a means of expression of modeled structures. This has 

somehow become a natural stage of OOM development in the continuously growing 

complexity and a size of the software being developed. The shift away from a traditional 

http://java.sun.com/�
http://www.borland.com/�
http://www.perl.org/�
http://www.php.net/�
http://www.python.org/�
http://www.ruby-lang.org/�
http://www.uml.org/�
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recording as a line of code caused a more human friendly perception and understanding of the 

saved program. Various ways of presenting software structures have occurred along with the 

Introduction of the graphic environment 

Those Structure is imagined for another (a correct) type of the diagram. Currently, there are 

several types of diagrams. Each of them serves to present (program) another aspect of the 

software being developed. Depending on the type of the diagram, a notation of elements has 

been created, allowing in a universal way for creating adequate model descriptions. Both the 

scope of illustration and a range of available components strongly depend on the type of 

diagram and its purpose. Currently known graphical object modeling languages often have 

different names, such as graphic design identifying the same elements. According to the 

authors, this introduces a big disorder in the programmer’s work and leads to many 

misunderstandings. Generally, we can differentiate the following types of diagrams 

• Structure diagrams (represented include: classes diagram, components diagram, objects 

diagram, packages diagram, deployment diagram). 

• Behaviors diagrams (represented include: activities diagram, state machine diagram, Use 

cases diagram). 

Interaction diagrams (represented include: interaction diagram, sequence diagram, states 

diagram, communication diagram, and state process flow diagram).  

The idea of behaviors and interactions diagrams is consistent with the theory of Finite State 

Machine (FSM). The FSMs are an important theoretical tool in creating and testing models of 

wider processes as applied to mathematics and logic, linguistics, philosophy, or biology. In 

the case of IT techniques they have become the way to describe behaviors of programs and 

software-controlled machines. The object-oriented methodology also allows for a possibility 

of a hierarchical Building of a state machine, the so-called states nesting. This feature allows 

for Hiding complex state structures in the form of abstract states. This is consistent with the 

generally accepted assumption of object-oriented programming, which assumes a principle of 

transition “from general to specific.” All of the above-mentioned features of object-oriented 

modeling led to the situation that OOM started to be treated as a serious tool for creating 

sophisticated and complex software for IT systems. 
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THE USE OF OBJECT-ORIENTED METHODOLOGY IN SOFTWARE 

DEVELOPMENT FOR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS 

• Modeling and specification 

The traffic control process in the control circuit is usually presented with verbal descriptions 

in an informal way. The description includes four primary phases: the first of which aims at 

preparing the process route, the second one is vehicle movement supervision, the third one is 

release of the run, and finally, the fourth one is driving record. An example of such a 

description can be found e.g. in paper. Formal descriptions of the rail traffic control structures 

and processes occur much more rarely. They are a tool to assess correctness of the control 

functions implementation and a pattern for designers of future control systems. Classic 

description of the rail traffic control elements and processes is provided by the paper; 

however, a full description of the formal processes associated with implementation of the 

runs is included in the paper. 

 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 
His software development methodology (also known as SDM) framework didn't emerge until 

the 1960s. According to Elliott (2004) the systems development life cycle (SDLC) can be 

considered to be the oldest formalized methodology framework for building information 

systems. The main target of this methodology framework in the 1960s was "to develop large 

scale functional business systems in an age of large scale business conglomerates. 

Information systems activities revolved around heavy data processing and number crunching 

routines".  

As a noun, a software development methodology is a framework that is used to structure, 

plan, and control the process of developing an information system this includes the pre-

definition of specific deliverables and artifacts that are created and completed by a project 

team to develop or maintain an application. A wide variety of such frameworks have evolved 

over the years, each with its own recognized strengths and weaknesses. One software 

development methodology framework is not necessarily suitable for use by all projects. The 

methodology framework is often defined in some kind of formal documentation. Specific 

software development methodology frameworks (noun) include 

• Rational Unified Process (RUP, IBM) since 1998. 

• Agile Unified Process (AUP) since 2005 by Scott Ambler 
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Several software development approaches have been used since the origin of information 

technology. These are: 

• Waterfall: a linear framework 

• Prototyping: an iterative framework 

• Incremental: a combined linear-iterative framework 

• Spiral: a combined linear-iterative framework 

• Rapid application development (RAD): an iterative framework 

• Extreme Programming 

View model 
A view model is framework which provides the viewpoints on the system and its 

environment, to be used in the software development process. It is a graphical representation 

of the underlying semantics of a view. 
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Associated with each viewpoint is a viewpoint language that optimizes the vocabulary and 

presentation for the audience of that viewpoint. 

1. Business Process and data modeling. 

2. Computer-aided software Engineering.  

3. Integrated development environment 

4. Modeling Language. 

5. Programming Paradigm 

6. Software Framework 

7. Software development 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper the main purpose for developing the method presented above was to show how 

to design software for the system that shall allow for a simpler implementation than ever 

before while maintaining high reliability and safety requirements. 

The source of this description may be an informal (verbal) record as well as a formal one 

(mathematically verified.) The result of the description is a certain model that reflects the 

software structure and functionality. By applying the object-oriented language, having a 

graphic interpretation of the program structures, it has become easier than ever before to 

create software modules with clearly defined boundaries, transparent rules of communication, 

and evidently defined internal states. Development of a complete and logical model allows 

for performing a compilation using the standard compiler of the chosen target language (C, 

C++, java, .NET), or another compiler selected by the designer.   This property allows the 

application of the compilers whose producers provide a guarantee for the accuracy of the 

code for the target machine. This is an important element in the broadly understood safety, in 

the context of tasks that are performed by   the hardware equipped in software that was 

developed in this way.  Its application indicates the direction of how to solve important issues 

related to security verification of computer control systems. 
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